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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with phonetic mecha-

nisms of Chukchi, Koryak and Itelmen

vocalic word structure. It presents

a new interpretation of Chukchi-Koryak

vowel harmony. The paper also describes

an original type of morpheme inter-

action in Itelmen.

The languages of Chukchi—Kamchatkan

group (Chukchi, Koryak, Itelmen) possess
a common vocalic system of five elements‘

and manifest the rise gradation that is

traditionally termed "the vowel harmo-

ny". Following W.G.Bogoraz, the vowels

are usually classified into 5 groups:

strong vowels /a/, /e/, /o/, weak vo-

wels /i/, /e/, /u/, and the neutral vo-

wel /2/. The strong vowals can co-occur

within the word with strong ones: if

there is in the word a morph (a prefix,
a suffix, or a stem) that contains a
strong vowel, all the weak vowels alter—

nate with the strong ones. The neutral

/9/ is indifferent to synharmonic alter—

nations.
The phonetic mechanism of the vowel

rise alternation in the Chukchi-Kamchat-

kan languages was specified by the

authors of the present paper as a result

of field work. Some acoustic analysis

data was also made use of. It allowed us

to interpret the processes that take

place in derivation and inflexion of the

agglutinating language in the following
Way.

The three vocalic sub-systems have a
7 common phonetic base, namely, the range

of the phonetic variativity of vowels.
Strong vowels have minimal range of va-

riativity. The degree of variativity of

weak vowels is big enough for their syn—

harmonic variants to approach or even

coincide with the allophones of strong

vowels. The neutral vowel /a/ has maxi-
mum range of variativity; it is comple—

tely dissolved in the phonetic structure
of the word, is dependent on its vocalic
structure and on surrounding vowels. The
neutral vowel can realise as allophones

that are identical with allophones of any
vowel of the systems;

The manifestation of the "vowel harmo-

ny" can be of two kinds: the synharnwnic

variants can be variants of one phoneme,

or can belong to two different phonemes.

For the neutral vowel the synharmonic

Variants are always its allophones. For

the weak vowels in Chukchi their open a1-

10phones fish» /I/. /e/m /€/. /u/C\3/V/
are synharmonic variants. In Koryak' and

Itelmen the synharmonic variants repre-

sent corresponding strong vowels and are

the alternants proper: /i/cxa/e/;
/e/co /a/; /u/co /o/.

The conditions for alternations can be

of three types: phonetic context (where

the morphemic structure of the word ' has

no influence); morphonological context

(where the phohetic structure of the mor—
phemes that constitute the word is im-

portant); and morphological context (whe-

re the phonetic structurecfi the word and

of the constituting morphemes loses its
value). It is the second type, the nor-

phonological context, that determines the

synharmonic alternations: the rules of
the vocalic word structure are deduceable

from the phonetic structure of morphemeS

that trigger phonetic alternations but do

not include strong vowels, of. Chukchi
muri 'we' — morazka 'us'. In Itelmen the
synharmonic alternations ignore the pho-
netic structure of the morphological con-
stituents. Alongside with cases like 916:
enk 'in possession of the wife', waé=an¥
'on the stone' (marker of localic case 15
represented by synharmonic variants =enk
=ank that depend on the vocalism of the
stem) and cases like neé=anke 'to the
wife', waé=anke 'to the stone' (the voca-
lism of the stem depends on the vocalic
type of a "strong" suffix of terminalish
there are cases like nié=kit 'because 0f
the wife', waé=kit 'because of the stone

where the vocalism of causal case sufflx
seems to be independent of the vocalism.

of the stem, and cases like iw=lah '1ong
1c'=al 'birch grove', where "strong" SUf‘
fixes =1ah 'adjective marker' and =31
'Seneric number' do not trigger the V0‘
calic alternation in the stem. Finally:
there are stems like i’naq 'ermine' and
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Table I

modifiers s t r o n g . n e u t r a l

R m R

an'ép anke a’asx a1 . lah -

teach terminalis nest generic adaective

modifiables
number

v "' 3“ ‘é’=al
'é’ ec’_anle 1.

R' tfrch to the 21:3:

birch r

’ — nk
enk

a asx_a

M localis
in the

m
nest

g m ’in k’an'ép=’an

III infinitive he taught
m

iw=lah

iwl
long

long

R "
nec=anke

gife
to the

wife

H mi an'ép=min

2 I p?sg. Ob. he taught

g m me

0 '
a’asx=kit

g klt
because of

Causal case
the nest

‘ '
h - f

iyaq 'dreadful' “he” smug and E”; 2:33;: 2133 32:3 i’éfiei‘ée‘éh‘éfii $332 ”erg.

zgwihisciigécggidgngl; Eggiraggigsefihe Itelmen it is more appropriatefto speak
we

notion of existence of vowel synharmO— figifigzge 222m2311;::§e:lt:;3a2ion vgefi—

nism in Itelmen. . . .

An interpretation of phonetic incon— niteiy take place on the morphological

sistency of Itelmen synharmonism s eve . . h . was

'
An unusual phonetic mec anism

given in Table I. The columns of the h anal sad the words

t difier: stems and af- found out w en we y _ _

fggig tagtaigntgin strong vowels and can that formerly were transcribe: with o/a,

synharmonically modify otheg mogpggggg i/u. In words °sis 'grass' [5 Ya ],

in th ord. Modifiers can e i ' o o o o a

into :tvizong and neutral according to °6elxéelx 'cowberry [6 as; xoé 084 x 1,

Whether they trigger obligatory synhar— °kic 'ox' [kOYco] etc. all vowels and

r hemes. Hori— abialized. These words
monic change of other mo p consonants are 1

sontal lines in the table contain modi— have quasi-homonyms: sis 'needle' [51?],

fiables: stems and affixes that can_ be celxéelx IfurIEéeéxéagx], kic 'ladder

modified to change weak vocalism into [kIc]. An interesting feature of the la-

strong one. Modifiables are also divided bialized words is that the marker of 1a—

into strong and neutral according. to ' bialization can be placed "outSide the

Whether their synharmonic change is ob— bracket": all the sounds in the words

ligatory or not. Points to intersection are labialized, and labialization is

Show obligatory optional, and non—ob— their only distinction from the known

ligatory synharmonic modification of Itelmen functional units.

morphemes.
Alongside with the cases when_ the

The following information about Of word equals the stem, that were illust—

morphemes that constitute an Itelmen rated above, there are cases when labia-

word is necessary to determine whethir lized stems can modify the affixed part

the synharmonic alignment W111 ta e of the word: osis=a1 'thick grass'

p ace:
0 ‘ .

I; phonetic structure or [s°Ys°=01°] - [osIs-al], Sis=kzt 'be-

ffi class of the morpheme: stem cause of the grass' [soYsoakOYt J -

a x
. .

5) morphonological class [osIs=kIt], °ses=anke 'into the grass'

The possibility of co-occurence [s%:s°=on°kfixJ _ [oses=ank€].
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Affixes that are attached to a labial-

ized stem become labialized too. No affi-

xes were found that would show indiffer-

ence to the influence of a labialized
stem. 0n the other hand, there are two
affixes that can labialize a non—labial-

ized stem: =°pk’u1 - a derivational mar-

ker of singleness, and =°lwin - suffix

meaning 'himself etc.', of. k’aaé 'back'

- °k’aa=pk’ul 'vertebra' [Ok’oospk’u1],

kamma 'I‘ — °kmi=lwin 'I myself'

[°k=1BIn].
In isolated pronunciation, especially

with high vowels, the lips of speaker vi—
sually move forward and stay round through
the whole word, or, more precisely, they

get round slightly before the beginning
of the utterance and stay round a little
bit after it has finished. This fact was
noticed before but got no linguistic in-
terpretation.

Tentative estimation gives about 20%
of labialized stems of the total amount
of Itelmen stems. No phonetic or lexical
distribution was found.

The possibility of the Itelmen stems
to labialize the affixal part of the word

is, no doubt, unique for the Chukchi-Kam-
chatkan languages and distinguishes Itel-
men sharply from the group.Alongside with
other features, this fact prompts one to
look for the genetic roots of Itelmen
outside the Chukchi-Kamchatkan areal.
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